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ABSTRACT: The use of wireless handheld devices and mobiles is increasing day by day and more functions and 
standards are integrated to a single platform that allows maximum connectivity. The planar inverted-F antenna is one of 
the most popular antennas used in handheld devices due to its many advantages. This paper is a comprehensive 
theoretical study of Planar Inverted F Antenna. Research and experiments done on PIFA structures are discussed and 
categorized in the paper. The conventional PIFA has an inherent narrowband that is not desirable in most modern 
handheld devices. Some methods to improve the bandwidth, efficiency and reducing the dimensions of the PIFA are also 
discussed in this study. These results are very useful for guiding PIFA design in practical applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
For wireless handheld devices and cellular mobile communication, the Microstrip Patch Antennas are preferably 
selected mainly because of their low profile characteristics, portable structure and low cost. But still they have the area to 
improve their bandwidth and to reduce their size, to make these more compact. Thus, Planar Inverted-F Antennas (PIFA) 
has come into interest.  
 
The Planar Inverted-F Antenna (PIFA) can be observed as evolved from two well known antennas, namely 
quarter-wavelength monopole and rectangular microstrip patch antenna. Now, PIFA is widely used in handheld and 
mobile applications  due to its  attractive features such as simple design, low-profile, lightweight, low-cost, conformal 
nature ,relatively low specific absorption rate (SAR) and good  performance [1-4]. PIFA is also considered as one of the 
powerful candidates for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems [5], [6]. 
 
In literature, wide range of  applications use PIFA as their basic antenna element covering frequency band of  GSM 850 
(824 to 890 MHz), GSM 900 (890 to 960 MHz), DCS/GSM 1800 (1710 to 1880 MHz), PCS/GSM 1900 (1.850 to 1990 
MHz), WiBro (2.300 to 2.4 GHz), Bluetooth (2.4 to 2.48 GHz), DVB-H (UHF: 470 to 862 MHz; L: 1452 to 1492 MHz), 
802.11 (2.4 to 2.485 GHz), WLAN (5.16 to 5.5 GHz) and UMTS. 
 
The present research works are mainly focused in the following areas: 1) Study of various characteristic parameters of 
PIFA- Formulation and analysis of characteristics parameters. 2) Bandwidth enhancement, Multi band operations and 
reduction in size. 3) PIFA as an array element. 4) Electromagnetic interaction of PIFA with user’s body. The major 
limitation of the conventional PIFA is its inherent narrowband. It is important to enhance the bandwidth to fulfill the 
requirements imposed by the new handsets. This paper goes on briefly discussing about some important aspects of PIFA 
technology. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the basic structure of PIFA and its basic design 
equations. The factors affecting bandwidth of PIFA and suitable ways to enhance the bandwidth are presented in Section 
III, which is followed in Section IV by a discussion of the SAR characteristics of PIFA. Section V discusses the use of 
PIFA as an array element. Finally, section VI presents our conclusions. 
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II. PLANAR INVERTED F ANTENNA 
 
The basic PIFA (a “grounded” patch antenna - /4 patch length instead of the conventional /2) consists of a ground 
plane, a top radiating plate, a feed wire feeding the resonating top plate, and a DC-shorting plate that is connecting the 
ground and the top plate at one end of the resonating patch. It is found that PIFA characteristics are affected by various 
parameters including the width, length, height and position of the top plate, dimensions of the ground plane, width, 
length, height and position of the top radiating plate, positions and widths of feed pin/plate and shorting pin /plate. From 
the available literature it is also found that the width of feed pin/plate plays an important role in widening the antenna 
bandwidth.  
 
Typical layout of a PIFA is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna is fed through feeding pin which connects the ground plane to 
the top radiating plate through the dielectric substrate. The shorting plate and shorting pin allows good impedance 
matching attained with the radiating patch above ground plane of size less than λ/4. So, the PIFA structure is of compact 
size than typical λ/2 patch antennas.  
The resonant frequency of PIFA can be calculated by using a basic equation as given below [3] 

)(4 pp
c LW

cf


                                                           (1) 

Where 0f  is the resonant/operating frequency, c is the speed of light and pW   and pL  are the width and length of the 

radiating plate of the PIFA. 
Above equation says that the sum of the width and length of the top plate should be λ/4. This is a very basic 
approximation and does not cover all the significant parameters that affect the resonant frequency of the antenna. Some 
research works are made to incorporate some antenna parameters (other than length and width of radiating plate). In [7], 
new empirical equation for predicting the resonant frequency of PIFA was proposed, which will consider almost all 
significant parameters that affect the resonant frequency. 
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Fig.1. Typical layout of PIFA 
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where pW and pL are the width and length of radiating plate, h is the height of the antenna, fW is the width of the feed 

plate, sW is the width of the shorting plate, bL  is the the horizontal distance between shorting and feed plates , sL is the 
distance  the shorting plate and the edge of top plate. 
 

III. TECHNIQUES TO INCREASE THE BANDWIDTH FOR THE PIFA 
 
The planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) is modified form of wire inverted-F antenna. The wire is replaced with a plate in 
order to enhance the bandwidth. However, PIFA is still generally considered as narrow-band antenna and a significant 
amount of research has been made to broaden its bandwidth. The main relationships among various parameters having 
influence on bandwidth are follows 

Qf
ff

Bandwidth
resonant

upperlower 1



                                   (3) 

Here lowerf and upperf  are lower and upper frequency of bandwidth, resonantf  is resonant frequency, and Q is quality 

factor. 
 One of the most frequently used methods to widen the bandwidth is to increase the height of the shorting plane, which 
would increase the volume [8]. It is not a useful method in the case of handheld devices because antenna needs to be fit 
in the chassis. Size of the ground plane is also affected on bandwidth. By adjusting the size of the ground plane, the 
bandwidth of a PIFA can be varied. For example, reducing the ground plane can widen the bandwidth of the PIFA. 
Another factor is Position of the top plate on the ground plane. To obtain maximum bandwidth, the radiating plate should 
be placed near the edges of the ground plane [9].Some of the other simple and practically implementable approaches to 
enhance the bandwidth are changing the widths of shorting and feed plates [10] and addition of parasitic element [11]. 
While increasing the width of the feed plate and shorting plate, the impedance of the antenna changes slowly around the 
resonant frequency. This increases the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. When parasitic elements are added, 
multiple resonances are created and hence the bandwidth increases. The effects of various PIFA parameters on resonant 
frequency, fractional bandwidth and radiation pattern is shown in the Table I. 
 

IV. SAR CHARACTERISTICS OF PIFA 
 
Interaction of mobile/Handheld device antennas with human body is a major concern in cellular communications. The 
user’s body (mainly head and hand), influences on the gain, voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and radiation patterns 
of the antenna. Furthermore, the thermal effect created while tissues are exposed to unlimited electromagnetic energy, 
can be a serious health hazard. So governments and other standard organizations have set exposure limit in terms of the 
specific absorption rate (SAR) [12]. 
 
In the literature there are many studies about human body interaction of PIFA. In numerical simulations of human head 
interaction with PIFA [13] it is observed that input impedance, VSWR and radiation patterns are slightly changed. When 
comparing the SAR value of PIFA with several types of antennas commonly used in handheld devices like monopole, 
helical and patch, PIFA shows the lowest SAR values [14]. In the presence of hand only, the radiation efficiency of 
helical antenna is greater than that of PIFA, while in the presence of hand and head, radiation efficiency of PIFA is 
greater [15]. The SAR in the user’s head induced by a PIFA is about half of that induces by a helical antenna. High SAR 
value means more energy is absorbed by human body hence decreases radiation efficiency. So low value of SAR not only 
reduces the health hazards but also increases the antenna efficiency and battery life of the device. 
 
 

Table I. Effects of various PIFA parameters on Resonant Frequency, Fractional Bandwidth and Radiation Pattern 
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V. PIFA AS AN ARRAY ELEMENT 

 
The use of multiple-element antenna arrays, implementing either spatial multiplexing schemes or diversity gain, has 
been extensively proposed for increasing the spectrum efficiency in wireless communication systems. In mobile 
communication systems such antenna arrays are already being used at the base stations. But, implementation and the 
performance of these schemes at mobile terminals are influenced by the electromagnetic coupling between the densely 
packed array elements [16, 17] and the spatial fading correlation [18]. PIFA is the widely used antenna in handheld 
devices and owing some advantages like low loss, susceptibility to both vertical and horizontal polarization which make 
suitable for indoor applications where multiple reflections can take place [19].There for many research works are there 
about PIFA as an array element. 
 
Mutual coupling between the antennas is an important factor for evaluating the performance of antenna arrays and 
‘multiple-input multiple-output’ (MIMO) systems. So, many researches are focusing to reduce mutual coupling between 
antenna elements. In Ref [20], set a slot on ground plane, which forces the circulation of current on the ground plane 
around the slit. In this way, reduce the signal from one antenna port to the other. But, each small portion of PCB is 
needed for electronic components in small devices and so ground plane modification is not always practicable. Some of 
the other methods include introducing resonators in the ground plane [21] and using decoupling and matching circuits 
[22].Recently a method was proposed in which capacitive load and capacitive feed technology is used to prevent current 
flow from one port to another and achieve very low mutual coupling with more than 24.5 dB of isolation over the 
operating bands [23].   
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we have attempted to do an intensive survey of the works done by various researchers on PIFA technology. 
In this review some of the important aspects of PIFA technology and PIFA design are considered. Various design 
considerations and applications are evolving in this area. We have observed that PIFA offers better scope in comparison 
with other low profile antennas while considering the SAR values, as an array element and for use in handheld devices. 

PIFA Parameters Action Resonant 
Frequency 

Fractional 
Bandwidth 

Radiation 
Pattern 

Dimensions of the ground 
plane 

Increase the length and 
width of ground plane 

Decreases  
(not very 
sensitive) 

Increases Affects  

Position of radiating plate 
on the ground Plane 

Increase the distance 
from edges 

Increases  Decreases Significant 
effects  

Dimensions of top plate Increase the 
length/width of the top 

plate 

Decreases  Increases slightly Small effects only 

Height of PIFA Increase the height Decreases Increases No significant 
effects 

Distance from the edge of 
top plate to the shorting 

plate 

Increase the distance 

sL  
Increases  Changes Little effects 

Position of feeding 
configuration under the top 

plate 

Increase the distance 

bL  
Increases  Slight changes Affects 

Width of shorting plate Increase  the width of the 
shorting plate 

Increases  Increases No significant 
effects 

Width of feed plate Increase the width of 
feed plate 

Increases Increases No significant 
effects 
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More research works and studies are needed to explore the full potential of PIFA and we expect it to have a good future 
in the quickly developing field of wireless technology. 
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